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Fantasies of Participation
The Situationist Imaginary of New Forms of Labour
in Art and Politics
Gavin Grindon
a bstr act  The Situationist International (SI) have become a canonical ref-
erence point when discussing artists’ participation in political action or ac-
tivism. This article attempts to decentre the SI from this position, by tracing 
their theories and representations of political agency and labour. I argue that 
their notion of agency is deeply conflicted, epitomized by the dual invoca-
tions ‘never work/all power to the workers’ councils. I examine how the SI’s 
representations of agency betray an attraction to and fascination with 1960s 
reactionary fantasies around brainwashing, conditioning, control and tor-
ture. Their practical descriptions of a constructed situation, which ‘makes 
people live’ are, in fact, closer to torturous state control than total liberation. 
The notions of agency they mobilise draw on colonial and classist sources, 
which actually deny the agency of radical movements. As a result, the SI 
produce a series of weak fantasies of participation, in which agency is denied 
and ‘demanding the impossible’ is actually a demand to constitute and police 
the impossible. Artistic-political agency was both guarded centre and con-
stituent other. The SI’s policing of their identity, tied in name to the agency 
of ‘situations’, involved the ongoing exclusion and repression of other artists’ 
more practically-engaged labour within social movements. 
k ey wor ds  Situationist, Activist-Art, New Materialism, Art and Labour, 
Torture, Festival, Carnival
On page 43 of Internationale Situationniste 9, there appears a print of a 
now lost painting by Michèle Bernstein depicting, its title informs us, 
‘The Victory of the Bonnot Gang’. It was part of a series of heroic recon-
structions of absent victories. Perhaps the first of these, her ‘Victory of the 
Grand Jacquerie, 1358’, inverts the title of one of Loyset Liédet’s illumina-
tions for Froissart’s Chronicles of 1470 to reimagine the fate of this peas-
ant revolt. Debord opposed the paintings to Georges Matthieu’s abstract 
battle paintings, destabilising the framing of mass slaughter as any kind 
of victory. But crucially, they orient the genre towards the subaltern and 
untimely project of revolutionary social movements, evoking a series of 
fantasies of political participation. The series not only steps outside the 
historical thread of social movement failures, but questions what it would 
mean to win and how that can be represented. Describing the paintings’ 
impossible logic, Debord cited Lautremont, ‘as long as my friends do not 
die, I will not speak of death’.1 But the impossible celebration of victories 
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that never were lends paintings such as ‘Victory of the Paris Commune’ 
(Fig 1), a conflicted, ambiguous tone of both affirm ation and melancholy. 
Veering away from figuration towards agonistic abstraction its rough 
figures are swallowed by a mass of dark smears evoking fiery or bloody 
catastrophe as much as a subaltern disappearance from historical repre-
sentation. This ambiguity towards revolutionary agency and success was 
a central problem for the SI. The SI has been a seminal influence on the 
post-1968 imagination of political participation among artists, activists 
and theorists. But their reception, dominated by an oppos ition between 
representation and agency, has often neglected the SI’s specific represen-
tations of agency. Critics and historians have regularly emphasised the 
productive power of the SI’s imaginative projections, in which their call 
to ‘demand the impossible’, extends Lefebvre’s revolutionary romanti-
cism which put one ‘in thrall to the possible’.2 Yet their romanticism was 
also characterised by a ‘left melancholic’3 refusal to acknowledge pos-
sibilities, in which demanding the impossible was also a demand for the 
disciplinary constitution of the impossible. In Freud’s account, melan-
choly relates to ‘an object-loss which is withdrawn from consciousness’.4 
In the SI’s visual and written representations of social change, the lost 
object that is withdrawn and constituted as impossible is revolutionary 
agency. Agency remains an elusive ‘presence’ in their work, appearing in 
negative through compulsive, even eroticised, images of political agency 
drawn from cold war colonial and classist ideologies. Their fantasies of 
Fig. 1. Michèle Bernstein, Victory of the Commune of Paris, 1963 (detail). Original lost. 
Printed in Destruktion Af RSG-6 (Galerie Exi, Odense, 1963) p. 8.
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political participation develop in gravitation around this founding con-
ceptual lack. As a result, behind the common characterisation of the SI 
as presenting an easy link between desire and liberation in straightfor-
wardly affirmative situations, the actual images of political participation 
in their work explore something darker.
The SI’s central conception of embodied agency, the constructed situ-
ation, is usually described by reference to their own early definition: ‘A 
moment of life concretely and deliberately constructed by the collective 
organization of a unitary ambience and a game of events’.5 But, appear-
ing in an article titled ‘Definitions’ which tries to fix ‘situationism’ and 
‘situ ationist’, this is only one moment in a process of the group’s self-
rendition. Rather than a singular form or concept, the situation was a 
prospective conceptual bricolage of resonances and associations across 
the fields of sociology, politics, art and architecture, which evoked not a 
single medium or method, but a general production of social-subjective 
experience: ‘This synthesis must bring together a critique of behaviour, 
a compelling town planning, a mastery of ambiances and relationships. 
We know the first principles’.6 Even when termed Situationist, this pro-
spective discipline was verbosely suffixed: ‘We find the question is posed 
of inventing a situology, a situgraphy and perhaps even a situometry … 
What we are going to invent is Situationist activity itself. And also its def-
inition’.7 It was a conceptual placeholder whose precise definition was de-
ferred: a supposition of possibility indicating a yet-to-be-invented form: 
‘Nothing is less pressing for us than the elaboration of a doctrine: We 
are far from sufficiently understanding those things that would sustain 
a coherent system’.8 But for a concept of materialisation and embodiment 
central to the group’s identity and project, the situation remained a con-
spicuously vacant category. Each time it was affirmed, it also signified 
this absence.
Never Work/All Power to the Workers’ 
Councils: What Is Situationist Labour?
The SI’s ambiguous conceptions of agency are clearly marked by the dual 
invocations above, which draw together the threads of a Surrealist war 
on work and a councillist refusal of work to present an alternate Situ-
ationist conception of labour which remains both evocative and unre-
solved. The central council-communist influence on the SI, Cornelius 
Castoriadis’ Socialisme ou Barbarie (SouB), 9 focused on production in 
terms of a new form of labour whose content was transformed beyond 
the categories of work / leisure:
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The problem is not to leave more and more ‘free’ time to individuals – which 
might well only be empty time – so that they may fill it at will with ‘poetry’ or 
the carving of wood. The problem is to make all time a time of liberty and to 
allow concrete freedom to embody itself in creative activity. The problem is to 
put poetry into work.10
Yet the form of this ‘poetic’ labour was set out in sober terms of a ser-
ies of open production plans, denoting the workers, hours and material 
required, developed by an administrative structure of plenaries and 
delegates. Meanwhile, in the definition above the situation’s mode of 
participation was anthropological and performative: a game. The SI’s 
engagement with ‘play’ derived from their reception of Surrealism11 and, 
although critical, inherited Surrealism’s figuration of play in terms of 
leisure, such as that of the nomadic consumptive ‘users’ who drifted 
through Constant’s New Babylon in a world of universal sur-leisure. 
Rather than Castoriadis’ refigured creative labour, playful agency was 
often envisioned by the SI as a leisurely lack of labouring production.
Compulsive Participation
One clue to this ambiguity can be found in their imagination of the la-
bour of political participation,12 which was centrally influenced by two 
recent Marxist accounts of alienation. Firstly, in a series of articles en-
titled ‘On the Content of Socialism’ Castoriadis argued that pure Fordism 
had given way to a situation where more participation is required on the 
part of workers. They are required not to lose their creative autonomy, 
or to set it outside work, but to incorporate it into their work. Creative 
subjectivity was not opposed to work, but increasingly became its ba-
sis. The autonomy built by radical political participation, in resistance to 
work, was recast in mutilated form as participation in capitalist value-
production; a new mode of work. But this was a contradiction. Capital 
now depended on the autonomy and initiative of workers at the same 
time as it tended to take those things from them. The worker is more 
than a machine or beast because s/he is creative, ‘he produces for the 
capitalist more than he costs’.13 But the more he is treated as a machine, 
the capitalist ‘soon learns (to his cost) that a dumb beast cannot be sub-
stituted for the worker. The productivity of overexploited labour falls 
rapidly’.14 Here, Castoriadis rejected Marxist accounts of objective laws 
of capitalist development. Instead he identified the worker’s subjectiv-
ity as a latitudinal ‘other’ within capital, such that the value of labour 
was not fixed like other commodities. Rather than the fixed law of value 
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of object-commodities, labour’s value was determined by an unstable 
power relationship between workers and bureaucrats. The worker was a 
necessary but excessive centre that could never be fixed.15 This entailed 
a complex dynamic of participation and exclusion: ‘Capitalism needs 
to achieve mutually incompatible objectives: the participation and the 
exclusion of the worker in production - as of all citizens in relation to 
politics’.16 The problem of political participation was one of control: of 
latitudinal agency vis-a-vis forced participation. Secondly, Lefebvre de-
veloped an account of alienation in culture in terms of Trotsky’s ‘uneven 
development’, which Debord pithily condensed, ‘Henri Lefebvre has ex-
tended the idea of uneven development so as to characterise everyday life 
as a lagging sector … one could go so far as to term this level of everyday 
life a colon ized sector’.17 At the heart of this concept is Marx’s theory of 
primitive accumulation. Here, alienation takes the form of separation 
from control over one’s own time and activity: the colonial subject is 
incorporated by capital as a more-or-less antagonistic other. Lefebvre and 
Debord’s ‘colon isation of every day life’ suggests that rather than a found-
ing moment for capital, all social encounters are moments of colonisa-
tion in an ongoing internal enclosure of workers’ subjectivity. Castoriadis 
and Lefebvre’s shared emphasis on enclosure was transposed by the SI 
into literal forms of containment: ‘Technically improved and collective 
straightjackets (houses, cities, real-estate developments) … Power intends 
to enclose the individual in another, radically different self’,18 in a decon-
centrated ‘concentration camp world’.19 Their exemplary narrow spatial 
enclosure was the fallout shelter, whose crisis-concentration of ‘normal’ 
life became a recurring visual obsession. Behaviour meanwhile was am-
bivalently conceived as both a hopeful Castoriadan kernel of ‘radical sub-
jectivity’:
Nobody, no matter how alienated, is without (or unaware of) an irreducible 
core of creativity … If ever social organisation extends its control to this strong-
hold of humanity, its domination will no longer be exercised over anything 
save robots, or corpses.20
And a tragic Hegelian shadow, crushed by capital:
[Workers] really do participate in [property] through the daily sacrifice of their 
energy (what the ancients called pain or torture and we call labour or work) 
since they themselves produce this property in a way that excludes them.21
In this world in which ‘concrete things are automatically the masters of 
social life’22 Castoriadis and Lefebvre’s social dynamic of participation/
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exclusion became an ‘environment/behaviour dialectic’ of a vital but 
contingent agency trapped within-and-against a determinate capitalist 
materiality.
Socialism or Barbarism had taken its name from an essay which linked 
the prospect of nuclear war with labour management. Beyond fallout 
shelters, the SI’s account of material enclosure also co-located Marxist 
labour crisis theory with images of geopolitical and psycho logical crisis. 
An article titled, ‘The Struggle for the New Control of the New Tech-
niques of Conditioning’, describes a room employed for ‘brainwashing’, 
then still a neologism:
The resolutely other furnishing of this closed room (transparent furniture, a 
curved bed); the lighting … whose psychic effects had been deliberately intended 
… waking up with damp clothes and dirty shoes … projections of absurd and 
erotic films …23
The account is drawn from a chapter of Lajos Ruff’s 1959 book, House of 
Torture: The Brain Washing Machine. Ruff, part of the National Resist-
ance Movement against Hungarian Communism, describes that after 
long imprisonment and torture he is transported to ‘the magic room’, ir-
regularly shaped with a sloping bed, rotating coloured lamp shades, film 
projections and ‘paintings of dice like abstract art’.24 Drugs and theatrics, 
including a beam of silver light that tracked his movements, intensified 
the space’s disorientating self-loss. Such narratives were more a conser-
vative geopolitical fantasy originating in 1950s US accounts of Chinese 
attempts to turn prisoners through psychological abuse than evidence 
of a widespread or effective practice. Ruff’s story is a late example of the 
mythological promotion of such abuses (epitomised by Edward Hunter’s 
1951 Brain Washing in Red China) which imagined neo-colonial fears of 
‘going native’ as a systematic weapon: ‘a psychological atomic reactor 
which is the symbolic apex of Communist organisation’.25 This other 
nuclear weapon’s destruction of rational individuality fitted easily into 
Western Cold War narratives of ‘two worlds’. This scientistic cold war 
fantasy of materially forced participation overdetermined their Marxian 
notions of enclosed agency.
Appropriating this conservative imaginary, the SI turned to emerging 
technocratic, behaviourist iterations of the discipline of cybernetics, in 
the work of Norbert Wiener and others, which explored control systems 
and their contingency. Cybernetics’ application to labour management 
was a response to labour struggles increasingly centering on the crisis-
dynamic Castoriadis had identified. Under a discourse of ‘em powering’ 
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workers, participation in self- managing one’s own role became increas-
ingly mandatory through ‘feedback’ mechanisms: a means to enclosure 
latitudinal agency in the workplace. The SI framed cybernetics as a 
whole in terms of material containment and coercion, a ‘science of dom-
ination’,26 wherein the ‘cybernetics of power’ provided a mirror-image 
to the creation of situations. They responded with caustic ire to a hope-
ful enquiry by Abraham Moles, an academic who proposed a functional 
‘information aesthetics’, publishing the exchange as a pamphlet and dis-
tributing it at a talk he gave with the artist Nicolas Schöffer.27 This ‘cyber-
netic society’ was one of compelled participation, a torturous extraction 
of labour power through ‘participation in something in which it is impos-
sible to participate’.28 It was in these terms that the SI criticised GRAV’s 
‘liberatory’ invocation that it is ‘forbidden not to participate’.29 Visualis-
ing the environmental materialisation of this dynamic of forced partici-
pation through the cold war lenses of fantasies of both brainwashing and 
cybernetics, the SI theorised a capitalist materiality aspiring to a contain-
ment and conditioning both total and impossible, such that ‘an apart-
ment, like a neighbourhood, conditions the people who live in it’.30 This 
agency-destroying enclosure is figured in a diagram of the constricted 
space of possible movements of a worker in a ‘rationalised’ workspace, 
in Vaneigem’s 1961 ‘Comments Against Urbanism’ (Fig. 2). Reiterated 
amidst Situationist rhetoric and detourned comic book frames, one is 
tempted to read the figure in this image not as calmly moving between 
proscribed positions but, the dotted lines indicating comic-book motion, 
flailing wildly across its workspace, transforming it into a diagram of the 
workspace-as-struggle - the figure actively disordering and sabotaging 
its space, or perhaps only thrashing in tortured pain or mad boredom. A 
translation of ‘Basic Banalities’31 in Der Deutsche Gedanke replaces these 
motion-lines with actual restraints in an even more dramatic figuration 
(Fig. 3): a man held in an electric chair by leather straps and a rubber 
face mask, observed and controlled by a suited figure. Their awkward 
poses perform a spectacle of power and violence. The photograph is a 
news image from October 1940, taken during the execution of Willie 
Mae Bragg. The story was covered internationally as Mississippi’s first 
execution, using carnival showman-turned-executioner Jimmy Thomp-
son’s travelling electric chair. The SI’s use of this spectacle of state dis-
cipline as a broad metaphor for social bondage magnifies its fetishistic 
qualities. Even as it illustrates a critique of such bondage, the reiteration 
of the image is compulsive, even seductive.
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Fig. 2. Maximum and Normal Work-Surfaces on the Horizontal Plane.  
Printed in Inter nationale Situationniste 6 (August 1961), p. 35.




Revolution Isn’t Showing Life to People, It’s Making Them Live
The SI’s critique of management-facilitated ‘participation’ gives the lie to 
the common characterisation of them as propagating simple liber atory, 
vitalist or affirmative ‘situations’ against spectacular passivity. But more 
than this, their appropriation of cold war fantasies of ‘conditioning’ along-
side cybernetics doesn’t simply expose the bad conscience of Western ide-
ology. Instead they advanced a far more ambiguous position which dis-
played a clear attraction towards these imaginaries. Of Ruff’s fantasies of 
mind-control through shock and disorientation, they argued:
We are not against conditioning … But from the institutions that work towards 
the impoverishment of mankind, we want to wrest the instruments of condi-
tioning at their disposal.32
The totalitarian environment of Ruff’s ‘magic room’, with its industrial-
isation of Surrealist convulsions of identity, actually offered a model and 
anticipation of their own practices. Debord was enthusiastic about artist 
Jean-Michel Rankovitch’s ‘show in which certain inaudible ultrasounds 
provoked certain psychological effects in the audience. Everyone knows 
that this is more advanced, in terms of how our Situationist experiments 
are defined’.33 Their dream of a coercive materialism, that ‘in the future, a 
free art will be an art that dominates and employs all the new techniques 
of conditioning’,34 puts in a new light their wish to make people live:
Revolution is not ‘showing’ life to people, but making them live. A revolutionary 
organisation must always remember that its objective is not getting its adher-
ents to listen to convincing talks by expert leaders, but getting them … to achieve, 
or at least strive towards, an equal degree of participation.35
The forced participation of their own ‘compelling town planning’ and 
‘houses where one cannot help but love’36 proposed a paradoxical space 
of non-consensual play, or as we shall see, play with non-consent. The SI 
found an allegorical parallel for such ‘liberatory’ enclosures in the laby-
rinth. Before its emergence as a leisure-form, the maze or labyrinth was 
an archetypal site of transformatory discipline, both play and torment. 
Rather than fixing a subject, such environments forced a ritual game upon 
a subject that disoriented their identity through a spatial and sensory dis-
orientation; whether devotee seeking ritual self-loss; imprisoned mino-
taur; or rodent test-subject. Though Gallizio’s ‘Cave of Anti-Matter’ is per-
haps the first attempt to create such a space,37 it took form beyond the SI’s 
collective influence and was for Debord ‘a reactionary farce [which] didn’t 
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represent the movement’.38 Instead, the unrealised exhibition ‘Die Welt Als 
Labyrinth’ proved a collective experiment at the limit of their resources. 
Willem Sandberg invited the exhibition for May 30–June 20th 1960 at the 
Stedelijk museum in Amsterdam, as a collaboration between Dutch and 
French members of the group. Echoing a section of Constant’s New Baby-
lon titled the Yellow Zone,39 the exhibition was understood as partial and 
experimental, ‘It is the only viewpoint financially possible for creating a 
truly never-before-seen mixed milieu … we will create real urbanism next 
time’.40 Short of the revitalising ‘disorientation every day’41 imagined by 
Constant’s New Babylon, the exhibition was to include the construction of 
a new internal wall in the gallery, which would then be knocked-through, 
and a tunnel composed of Gallizio’s industrial painting, ‘extremely wide at 
the start, then becoming increasingly narrow, which everyone would be 
obliged to cross through – with difficulty’.42 The gallery asserted that this 
architectural modification was not possible and the SI responded by de-
clining the exhibition to ‘safeguard the totality of our approach’.43 The dis-
comforting enclosure of this tunnel spatialised a Sadistic play with sensory 
torment and agitation, at the limit of an audience’s consent, that Debord’s 
earlier film Screams for de Sade had already elicited through containing a 
cinema audience but depriving them of sensory stimulus through blank 
projection, teased by snatches of dialogue and white flashes. This ‘unitary 
ambiance’ involved a total enclosing and overwhelming of the senses in an 
act of phenomenological control and subjection, through both cumulative 
use of media and their complete removal. More than the sum of its formal 
parts, the self-loss hopefully provoked by this environment was supposed 
to hold a transformative potential. Following Lefebvre’s Marxian rework-
ing of the Surrealist marvellous in his theory of ‘moments’, the SI associat-
ed this overpowering moment with the theoretical perspective of totality’s 
attempt to grasp historical movement. Historical agency would be sparked 
by a phenomenologically total environment, a phallocentric whole whose 
determinate power would forcefully engender life, ‘making people live’ as 
Lefebvre’s ‘total man’.44 Foster has complicated readings of Surrealism as 
simple, affirmative shock45 and the SI’s neo-surrealist imagination was no 
less problematic in figuring moments of traumatic social struggle as a self-
annihilating play with sadomasochistic overtones. These abort ive phan-
tasmic explorations of forcible disorientation can be placed in illuminating 
relation to the SI’s actual organisational activity in this period. Here there 
was an equal investment in, and ambiguity towards, the problem of par-
ticipation: a problem tied to the orientation of their own political identity.
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 ‘Voting is Participation. Participation = Suicide’ 
The above slogan, framed by a hangman’s noose in a poster produced by 
the Atelier Populaire during May 1968, echoed the SI’s critique of political 
participation through institutional roles. The situation was identified not 
just with formal innovation, but with an organisational problem of par-
ticipation: ‘a revolutionary organization’s relation to artists’.46 Here there 
is another determinate cold war context: the tension between historic 
labour movements dominated by the party and union form and emerg-
ing new social movements organised through affinity and direct action.
The organisational mode the situation most resembled, as an imme-
diate transformation of social relations, was direct action. From 1958, 
the SI followed SouB in specifically proposing direct action via work-
ers’ councils. SouB had argued that the 1956 Hungarian uprising marked 
a historic organisational shift in labour movements, from the party to 
the council: ‘The Workers Councils put an end to the foolish dreams, 
disasters and despair which have attended all those who … have placed 
the hope for socialism in the elite party’.47 Yet in common with SouB 
and others to the left of the Communist Party, attracted to but isolated 
from the counterpower of 1960s new social movements, they vacillated 
between various forms of political participation. The SI’s fifth confer-
ence in 1962 is often regarded as a turning point, where they proposed 
that to be a situationist, one must not attempt to make ‘situationist art’:
It is noted that would-be avant-garde artists are beginning to appear in various 
countries who have no connection with the SI but who refer to themselves as 
adherents of ‘situationism’ or describe their works as being more or less situ-
ationist … antisituationist art will be the mark of the best artists, those of the 
SI, since genuinely situationist conditions have as yet not at all been created. 
Admitting this is the mark of a situationist.48
While this has often been identified as an art/politics split with the SI 
abandoning art, more recent scholarship has resisted this division.49 
However, rather than picking sides, we can see this disavowal, and the 
flood of others which followed, as marking a split in organisational 
modes of participation. Definitively in 1962, the SI drew nearer to a form 
belonging to earlier labour movements, the Leninist revolutionary party 
cadre, deferring situations and councils as future modes of production. 
The cadre is, in Lenin’s writing, the informal core organisational and 
disciplinary group within a party who identify not as workers but ‘pro-
fessional revolutionaries’. Rather than a disempowered speech act,50 the 
SI drew a resonant and seductive power from this organisational iden-
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tification by embracing it as absolutely sincerity and as camp. The SI’s 
most successful work to this end was their journal. Its texts, images and 
even construction remained the SI’s single consistent material practice. 
The journal was long the traditional object through which a cadre mani-
fested itself, but for the SI especially it functioned as a constitutive self 
projection-object which embodied and maintained their collective iden-
tity. Not only did it literally bind together their fantasies of participation 
and serve as an authoritative site for announcements of history, intent 
and membership, but it developed the ‘revolutionary romantic’ aesthetic 
that was crucial to the groups’ founding.51 This aesthetic extended into 
the materiality of the journal, alluringly bound in reflective Lumaline, 
each issue a different metallic colour, a fetishistic peacock among the 
sober shelves of modestly printed political journals. Re-captioned super-
hero comics portrayed their party as a dominant band of ‘total men’ at-
tacking or defending society, a phantasm closer to Bakunin’s vision of 
a revolutionary secret society than Lenin’s cadre. These built a mythol-
ogy of a sect with transcendent power.52 Later, they gleefully reprinted 
scaremongering tabloid newspaper accounts of the international reach 
and clandestine power of the mysterious ‘Situationists’, encouraging a 
vision of themselves as a spectre haunting Europe.53 After their fifth 
conference, they photographed themselves standing on machinery and 
fraternizing with workers. Another photograph in IS5 pictures them as 
a group on a visit to the British Sailors Society, a historic labour organ-
isation. Yet the ‘TO LET’ sign behind them reveals the building recently 
became empty, closed as the shipping industry declined in London’s 
East End. The demise of the building – a Christian mission rather than 
union headquarters – made it possible to hire the space for their meet-
ing. The founding lack haunting many of the SI’s assertions of coherence 
related to the massed agency of social movements and the various suc-
cessive revolutionary workers’ associations this latter-day ‘International’ 
evoked. The suspensive tensions of maintaining the SI’s projected body 
required its own anxious dynamic of participation and exclusion in rela-
tion to them, through ‘repeated repudiation by which the subject installs 
its boundary and constructs the claim to its integrity’.54 Their famous 
disavowals of art as ‘antisituationist’ were part of an anxious dynamic 
of attraction and repulsion in policing the boundaries of ‘Situationist’ 
identity, in relation both to new art-world practices (with their own vari-
ous politics), and new cultural forms of political participation in social 
movements. To defend against these reiterations, they asserted the cad-
re alongside a tactical withdrawal from the experimental making they 
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once championed. While the administrative gloss of ‘internal reports’ 
and ‘bulletins on the construction of situations’ performatively invoked 
a largely-absent body of structured organisation, the Parisian SI referred 
to itself as the ‘central council’, conferring or revoking legitimate mem-
ber identity on others by published decree. Debord wrote to Constant in 
1959, ‘the truly Situationist minority … controls the debate of ideas in 
the SI’.55 The SI asserted that their ideas were to be found in everyone’s 
heads, while at the same time there was no such thing as ‘Situationism’. 
They nonetheless asserted the right of naming in a ‘situationist diction-
ary’56 to authoritatively navigate this position. The situation’s tension be-
tween management and self-management was embodied in their own 
organisation as it attempted to maintain a situation-ist identity. Much 
can be revealed about this collect ive subject and the project it safeguard-
ed by examining the SI’s production of a constitutive ‘outside’ through 
successive exclusions. That this outside was actually inside the body of 
the group, as founding repudi ation, was revealed as the SI progressively 
dismembered itself until its end in 1972, with Debord and Sanguinetti 
the only remaining participants.
One More Effort if You Want to Be Situationists! 
Repressing Bad Situationisms
The notion of totality was central to the SI’s imagination of the situ-
ation. From 1962, the term ‘unitary’ tended to give way to a Hegelian-
Marxian social and philosophical ‘totality’ as a key description of the 
situation, marking a shift in emphasis from formal, spatial coherence to 
teleological historical advance.57 Already in 1960 after the failure of the 
Stedelijk show, Debord argued ‘the true development of unitary urban-
ism will inevitably be related to the search for global liberation, and not 
a pure formal construction, however large it may be’.58 Its appearance 
was termed (recalling Lefebvre’s use of ‘presence’ as a term for the mo-
ment of Hegelian aufheben) ‘an avant-garde of presence’.59 But this was 
an anxious projection. This avant-garde of presence replaced any specific 
presence with a conceptual projection of ‘presence’ itself, a term which 
connotes both materiality and spectrality. Echoing Marx’s assertion that 
the working class would abolish class itself, they described themselves as 
‘the last avant-garde’. This ‘last man’ position employed totality as a criti-
cal means to exclude illegitimate bodies and to assert Lefebvre’s ‘total 
man’ as an undivided phallic body at the summit of history. Increasingly 
millennial projections compulsively returned, with cumulative intensity, 
to the declarative tension of Marx’s eleventh thesis on Feuerbach, dealing 
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with the problem of agency and totality, in various combinations of both 
Breton’s ‘beauty will be convulsive or it will be nothing’,60 and Marx’s ‘the 
working class is revolutionary or it is nothing’:61
The new beauty will be SITUATIONAL.62
The art of the future will be the construction of situations, or nothing.63
Proletarian revolutions will be festivals or nothing.64
A single choice, suicide or revolution.65
The bad conscience of this absent-presence would haunt them, its future-
in-the-present a sublime phantasmic rallying point, a byword for embodi-
ment at the level of a historical event forcing the lock of social change, 
yet seemingly always just beyond their grasp. Barrot and Plant have ex-
plored the contradictions of the SI’s notion of totality,66 but rather than 
reading this as theoretical contradiction, late modernist crisis or proto-
postmodernism, it can be understood by looking to the SI’s organisational 
dynamic. Behind this concern with presence and absence stood an in-
tense process of identification and disavowal. In a fetishistic game of fort-
da with social movements, the reiteration of ‘situations’ was desired and 
documented as a growth of influence which drew the seductive ‘victory’ 
of social movement participation close, such that ‘everyone shares our 
ideas’.67 But when the idea of a constructed situation appeared to specif-
ically manifest itself, it immediately seemed a monstrous double, a threat-
ening resignification which displaced the centrality of the Situation-ists. 
These appearances became ‘bad fantasies’ which had to be identified and 
disavowed as unwholesome. Their status as deviant or incomplete em-
bodiments was asserted through a series of critiques and exclusions. This 
symbolic constitution of the ideal of ‘the constructed situation’ through 
‘a series of demands, taboos, sanctions, injunctions, prohibitions, impos-
sible idealisations, and threats’68 not only instituted and maintained their 
collective Situationist identity, but attempted to police the projected prac-
tice of constructing situations as a normative centre and party line, in 
the face of multiple new practices which sometimes participated in social 
movements in ways the SI aspired to. They moved from a speculative 
practice of ‘open creation’ to one of defensive prohibition and occlusion. 
The situation was no longer a constituent imaginary, but a disempow-
ering fantasy of idealised projection in which the term became increas-
ingly fetishised, not by other ‘would-be avant-garde artists’,69 but by the 
SI themselves. They turned to a narcissistic repression of the construction 
of situations.
During the 1962 split, those that opposed the ‘non-activity policy’70 
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of the central council’s ‘positional Situationism’, led by Prem and Nash, 
marked a breakaway aiming to continue exploring the creation of situ-
ations as a form of direct action. They argued ‘Situationists must also 
practice practical activity’,71 persisting with experimental open creation, 
organised via ‘voluntary associations of autonomous work groups’. Fram-
ing this as a less theoretically-led ‘unpopular folk art’,72 they argued ‘We 
tend to produce our theories after the event … The French work exactly the 
other way around’.73 Called to a meeting in Paris, they were presented with 
a prewritten pamphlet announcing their exclusion. Tellingly, at the time, 
the excluded members were also defending against criminal charges for 
political activity. Their exclusion was mentioned by the prosecutor to dis-
credit them, although the SI issued a statement of solidarity after the trial. 
The group shortly after announced the formation of a Second Situationist 
International.74 This group’s very name decenters the SI just as it accepts a 
secondary identity as illegitimate rejected double, whose disorder the SI di-
agnosed as ‘Nashism’. Opposing the purely formal participation of Fluxus 
and happenings, their extension of the SI’s early positions attempted to 
turn gallery shows into illegal mass demonstrations, termed ‘Situationist 
anti-happenings’ and ‘collective ritual demonstrations’, between 1962–65.
As the SI’s construction of an image of themselves progressed, the 
term situationist was increasingly reiterated in the media and the art 
world, where it was could denote any radical or utopian artist working 
with new media; vague romantic affiliations with any anti-state libertar-
ianism; or any particularly chic rebel or architect of scandal. The SI’s pro-
posal for a ‘game of events’ was thrown into crisis once it seemed to be 
put into practice by several contemporary artists. Locally, the Group de 
Recherche d’Art Visuel (GRAV) made its own claim on the creation of sit-
uations,75 as seemingly did Jean-Jacques Lebel’s description, from 1963, of 
happenings as anarchist ‘direct action’ vis-a-vis transgression and social 
transformation.76 In English, the term happening had been propagated 
by Kaprow to describe collective performative environments involving 
chance and the disruption of roles in a fashion that also recalled the SI’s 
claims. Responding, the SI rejected happenings as ‘a borderline case of 
the old artistic spectacle whose remnants get thrown into a common 
grave’.77 Threatening the coherence of their projection, the happening 
was derided as both empty formalism and formless debris.
Furthermore, the SI found itself threatened by the adoption of this no-
tion of happening-as-social-change among new social movement groups 
such as the Amsterdam Provos, to describe their experiments with the 
aesthetics and affects of direct action. Worse still, Nash supported them78 
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while Constant Nieuwenhuis, who resigned from the SI in 1960, now af-
filiated his New Babylon project with them.79 Bergen Lucebert, another 
CoBrA member who became a prominent poet in the 1950s, also pub-
lished in Provo. Meanwhile, the SSI framed their practice by echoing the 
terms of the Provos, identifying their construction of situations with this 
tendency for political happenings, ‘the strongest weapon of Situationism 
is an anti-authoritarian and provocative behaviour’.80 The SI responded 
by repudiating their project and any connection to their own: ‘It is, how-
ever, erroneous to suppose that ‘the Provos provide the theorists, until 
now isolated, of the Situationist International with what they lacked: 
troops capable of an intelligent representation’.81
The Provos … arose out of an encounter between a few dregs from the world 
of decomposed art in search of a career and a mass of young rebels in search 
of self-expression … The Provos choose the fragmentary and end by accepting 
the totality.82
At the same time, the SI actively sought out, and rejected, exactly such 
troops from the wave of social movement activist-art groups articulating 
their own ‘positive Dadaism’ in a mixture of art and direct action. They 
met the Chicago Surrealist Group (who had been the first to publish the 
SI in the US)83 and the milieu around Murray Bookchin’s attempt to form 
a united New York anarchist group, to consider Bruce Chasse, Robert El-
well, Ben Morea, Ron Hahne and Alan Hoffman (the latter three of Black 
Mask) as a potential American section. Lastly, the milieu Debord briefly 
considered ‘English Situationists’, suffered a similar fate after refusing to 
break all contact with the excluded Americans.84 This ‘breakaway’ current, 
represented by the Second Situationist International, Provos and others 
constitutes a second-wave Situationism in which Situationist practices and 
ideas diffused among activist-art collectives who focused on the aesthetics 
and affects of direct action. For the SI, these became abject Situationisms, 
lacking the conceptual cleanliness of totality. The trauma of the 1962 break 
for the ‘Nashists’ is reflected in an agonistic montage in Situationist Times 
several pages long, incorporating flicks of paint and labyrinthine spirals of 
diaristic text concluding in a final image of Debord’s head on the body of 
a foetus. The break was no less a narcissistic wound for the SI. Despite in-
tending to ‘transition from a utopian revolutionary art to an experimental 
revolutionary art’,85 they ultimately moved in the opposite direction. The 
situation came to function not as a signifier for ongoing experiment, but as 
the site of a series of fantasies of political participation which haunted the 




The SI identified various public sculptural or architectural practices, ap-
proving of them for their situation-ish qualities, and composing a de-
facto Situationist archive of instances of materialised critique: a nascent, 
fragmented mythological counter-canon of radical history; the Fourierist 
Phalanastry;86 Parisian students (endorsed as ‘situationist commandos’) 
reinstalling a statue of Fourier removed by the Nazis; 87 Bakunin’s at-
tempt to use oil paintings as a barricade during the 1849 Dresden revolt;88 
the proposed demolition of the Amsterdam stock exchange to turn it into 
a playground for the area’s population,89 or the demolition of the Ven-
dome column during the Paris Commune. These autonomous manifest-
ations were often readymade situations by virtue of their organisational 
modes of production within actually-existing social movements: from 
riots and sabotage to worker’s councils. Such identifications found their 
fullest form in two essays which read moments of mass direct action (the 
Paris commune and Watts uprising) through the notion of revolution-
as-festival.90 These ‘festivals’ were the ideal readymade situation. They 
served as an overdetermined phantasmic resolution of the SI’s contrary 
investments and identifications.
These essays did not advocate councillist production instead fetishising 
the violence of these events. Tom McDonough has argued that the SI’s char-
acterisation of Watts as a ‘potlatch of destruction’, owes more to Bataille than 
to Lefebvre.91 It might also be seen as a competitive break with Lefebvre: 
an excessive Lefebvrianism which bites the bullet of his conflicted ‘revo-
lutionary romantic’ method. His suspensive aesthetic of deferred agency, 
with its unresolved Hegelian and Nietzschean totalities, deferred this festi -
val to a future moment of revolution. The SI instead imagined a fantas-
tical hyper-agency by embracing reactionary contemporary fantasies of 
the ‘mob’ as a provocative image of historical agency. The SI agreed with 
Lefebvre that the Commune was ‘the biggest festival of the nineteenth 
century’,92 but against his melancholic account of the tragic pyre of Paris 
in flames, the SI celebrated individual acts of murder.93 Similarly, in the 
second of these essays, on the 1965 Watts riots, they gleefully juxtapose 
the image of a burning storefront with the intellectual subtitle ‘critique of 
urbanism’, as if thumbing their nose at Lefebvre’s spatial critiques. This 
latter essay was their most developed reading of revolution-as-festival, in 
which the mostly-white French cadre projected upon and identified with 
an abort ive black working-class uprising in North America. Although the 
essay implicitly compared it to the Paris Commune, the Watts uprising 
was less clearly articulated as a political revolt. More limited in duration 
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and scale, it was characterised not so much by the organisation of com-
mittees as by looting, property damage and attacks on police. There was a 
greater uptake in radical political participation after the uprising, and its 
causes and meaning (as ‘riot’ or ‘revolt’) were highly contested.94 Imagin-
ing the labour of Watts as play, they reproduce a newspaper photograph 
not with detournement but maintaining its original subtitle, ‘playing with 
rifled cash register’. This reading, drawing attention to the cultural and 
affective aspects of the uprising, was not uncommon, as in a New Left 
Notes headline describing Watts as ‘Almost a Happening’.95 But the SI’s 
explor ation of this relationship between action and affect was deeply am-
biguous. The SI saw citizens stealing commodities they couldn’t use as an 
unintentional critique, taking ‘modern capitalist propaganda … literally’.96 
Yet the entire essay echoes this literal appropriation of capitalist ideology. 
LA as a media centre meant that Watts had massive international reverber-
ations, and the SI’s engagement with was not so much with Watts’ actual 
local (or national) antagonisms as with the spectacle of Watts projected 
across the media.97 Both the images which illustrated the SI’s essay were 
drawn from the same issue of Time magazine. The SI’s image of Watts as 
playful relied on the uncritical appropriation of racist and classist media 
images constructing Watts as irrational. The SI identified ‘festival’ not in 
the social movement culture of the modern demonstration or its precur-
sors, but in the seductive mythic designation of the ‘riot’: an open legal 
category blanketing a variety of particular forms of mass-cultural public 
assembly as ‘disorder’. This conception, dating from the 1714 British Riot 
Act and spreading among the colonies and elsewhere, was a keyword in a 
discourse which named a wide variety of cultural forms of public assem-
bly in order to outlaw them. In visual and literary representations, it was 
bound to the image of mass collective action as a senseless manifest ation 
of an unruly multitude outside of political agency or process. The SI’s bold 
gambit was to visualise agency through reactionary images of social move-
ment action as undirected non-agency. Watts, a black working class riot, 
offered an ideal template in that its spectacular mediation combined the 
twin mythological poles of abject colonial and class otherness. For the 
SI, accounts of Watts as lumpen-mob violence tied to a racist empha-
sis on primitive irrationality underwrote a dubious metaphorical play 
between blackness and philosophical negation: ‘the blacks … are the 
negation at work’.98
The cost of this bet on a spectacular image of negation was that it ig-
nores actually-existing movement cultures and reduces radical agency to 
an exclusive image of heroic violence. Rather than finding in the images 
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of Watts a Dionysian transformation in the nature or content of work, the 
SI celebrate its powers of horror, in a serendipitous reactionary concur-
rence of a mid-twentieth-century consumerist notion of play-as-leisure 
with a classist, racist identification of ‘riot’ with irrational, primitive and 
childish effervescence: an excessive consumption beyond commodities. 
‘The theft of large refrigerators by people with no electricity, or with their 
electricity cut off, is the best image of the lie of affluence transformed 
into a truth in play.’99 Their earlier disavowal of new forms of social 
movement action returns in inverted form in this celebration of the non-
agency of the mob and a failure to conceive of movements as possessing 
their own cultures. Debord and Constant agreed that ‘the working class, 
historically having no culture, implies the possibility, the necessity, of a 
new type of culture’.100 The fantasies of the SI, whether the containment 
of their exhibitions; their journal’s authoritative performance; or the 
riot-festival of these essays, are anxious projections of potency, historical 
determination and political power which betray a dual attraction and 
repulsion toward the agency of others.
Be Cruel: On Revolutionary Sadism
Despite these disavowals and idealisations, one final, key moment finds 
the SI returning to experimental construction in the light of all these ten-
sions. If embracing brainwashing or riots as revolutionary imaginaries 
seems self-defeating, this project adopts self-defeat as an aesthetic tactic. 
Despite having rejected art work and excommunicated SSI members for 
not doing so, the SI’s anxiety around the SSI’s threat to their identity 
became clear when, following the SSI’s 1962 exhibition Seven Rebels in 
Odense, the SI set aside their own embargo to stage a counter-exhibition 
on 22nd June 1963, Destruction of RSG-6.101 Compelled to play their hand, 
the SI did not transcend their theoretical impasses so much as construct a 
monument to their contradictions. Against the open, participant-defined 
spaces of the SSI, whose radicalism was far from guaranteed, the SI’s 
exhibition took the form of an enclosed labyrinthine narrative. The for-
mal approach to enclosed unitary environments of their Stedjelik show 
was paired with a symbolic compression of contrary social dynamics. 
Visitors were enclosed in a pedagogic guided walk through their journal, 
in which their spatial movement was also a teleological one from enclos-
ure to critique and action. The tone was millennial throughout. RSG-6 
began by forcing visitors into the cramped space of capitalist material 
determin ation, in the form of one of the fallout bunkers regularly pic-
tured in IS. In Debord’s description, this small space is a morbid echo of 
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the First Surrealist exhibition. In place of Dali’s rainy taxi, a destroyed 
car outside the exhibition, instead fetishised mannequins recalling sex 
workers, this ‘horrible’ room contained an empty cot, preserved food and 
a mannequin bagged like a cadaver. An air-raid siren played constantly, 
alongside low ‘disagreeable light’ while sprayed deodorant impeded 
breathing. Visitors were disciplined by two managers of the space: ‘assist-
ants dressed in anti-nuclear jumpsuits (cowls, goggles) oblige the people 
to remain 10 minutes in this space’.102 The exhibition took its title from 
a contemporary pamphlet, reproduced on the catalogue cover, in which 
a British activist group, Spies for Peace, leaked the existence of 14 secret 
‘Regional Seats of Government’ bunkers in which government figures 
would survive a nuclear attack in ‘a wholly self-contained community’.103 
The pamphlet was part of a historic moment of social movement action. 
Distributed at the 1963 Aldermaston march, it led protestors on a detour 
to occupy the site of RSG-6 in Warren Row village, Berkshire. But the SI’s 
echo of this action returned to fantasies of conditioning and violence. In 
the next room visitors were invited to ‘learn’ from this disturbing experi-
ence of containment and act up. Rifles were available to fire at targets 
covered with photographic images of leaders: Kennedy, the Queen of 
England, de Gaulle, Khrushchev, Franco, Adenauer, and the Danish For-
eign Minister. Debord’s instructions indicate they were to be surrounded 
by paintings with titles such as 2 h 15 After the Start of the Third World 
War which turned the abstract vitalism Bernstein’s paintings had al-
ready appropriated to the service of topological ‘modifications’ project-
ing a Europe scarred by nuclear war, adding crushed glass, axle grease 
and human hair to the mixture. Whether the destruction of RSG-6 was 
to be a matter of nuclear or movement action became unclear, but it com-
posed a traumatic environment of practice-range conditioning for armed 
revolt, evoking the central figure of a brainwashed Communist assassin 
in Richard Condon’s 1959 novel, The Manchurian Candidate and the 1962 
film adaption, one year before this exhibition. Visitors became potential 
Sergeant Shaws, or Harvey Oswalds – who would assassinate Kennedy 
six months to the day after the exhibition opened.104 Debord’s instruc-
tions stipulate that the third room only contain a series of Situationist 
‘directives’, but a photograph of the second room (Fig. 4) shows them 
hung around the firing range. In Condon’s novel, platoon leader Captain 
Marco is troubled by nightmares of violent conditioning watched over by 
Communist directors, but in the SI’s dream, the firing range is watched 
over by the abstract directives of Situationist theory itself. Each time one 
shot a leader in the eye, one was rewarded with a copy of Situationistisk 
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Fig. 4. Untitled Photograph. Else Steen Hansen (J. V. Martin), ‘Homo Ludens’,  
Konstrevy, no. 5/6, 1963, p. 201. 
Fig. 5. Untitled Photograph, Situationistisk Revolution 2, March 1967, np.
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Revolution. Meanwhile, Castoriadis’s wager of Socialism or Barbarism 
was dramatised as Martin’s nightmare-paintings were juxtaposed with 
Bernstein’s dreams of victory.
Debord’s second directive, ‘Realisation de la Philosophie’, concentrates 
these contradictions. Marx’s dramatic announcement of a methodologi-
cal turn in dialectics, from critique to material agency, in his eleventh 
thesis on Feuerbach is here ironically undermined by its materials. It 
is presented as – of all things – an artwork in a gallery, with the effect 
of drawing attention to its textual limitations in relation to its object-
status. In the catalogue the textual content of these works assumes a 
pictorial status, as they are not pictured and only their titles, ‘directive 
1’ to ‘directive 5’, are listed. Furthermore, in an image of ‘directive 2’ in 
Situationistisk Revolution 3 (Fig. 5), its instruction to demonstrate autono-
mous agency seems presented ironically with JV Martin pointing at it, 
as if to a chalkboard, like a smirking schoolmaster. It appears not as the 
impersonal logic of a historical turn, or even as impassioned partisan de-
mand, but as a managerial ‘directive’. Where textually it might function 
as a revelatory use of dialectical method, it appears here as an undialect-
ical detournement of dialectical language itself. Read critically, it seems 
not only an ironic comment on the exhibition’s crude symbolic passage 
from passivity to action but on the internal limits of the SI’s own poetic 
appropriation of dialectics as an attempt to grasp social movement.
The RSG-6 pamphlet had derided the futile ‘play’ of government drill-
tests in the face of nuclear genocide as a monomaniacal fantasy, ‘in this 
nightmare world, the authorities still pursued their childish dreams … In 
the RSGs the heads of department were known officially as “players”.’105 
But as Martin’s schoolmasterly gesture suggests, the SI too were playing 
at managerial control. The distancing effect of Martin’s direction towards 
a directive might also frame the exhibition as an invitation to play with 
totality and agency. The exhibition’s ‘total’ overwhelming discomforting 
of the audience involved a baseline of consent in which it was possible to 
leave the gallery, revealing the exhibition not as a sincere experiment in 
conditioning but a seductive invitation to a negotiated play in which one 
submitted to a fantasy of de-individuated Communist violence. RSG-6 did 
not realise a ‘situation’ as either a shock of realisation or attempted con-
ditioning, but as a scene of compulsive play with traum atic disciplinary 
conceptions of ‘failed’ social change. It is revealing in this respect that 
the installation photograph shows three attractive fashionable women 
as the rifle-bearing subjects of this fantasy. Choice and consent are cen-
tral attributes of a sovereign liberal subject often conceived as masculine, 
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while women’s exclusion from such subjecthood has often made them the 
figure of fantasies of domination. This fantasy of brainwashed political 
violence is played out with an erotic subtext that would be repeated 11 
years later in images of a rifle-bearing Patty Hearst. Halber stam argues 
the subjective unbecoming of masochism’s ‘failure’ might have a polit ical 
equivalent in a refusal of ‘proscriptive forms of agency’ and victory.106 We 
might find in the eroticised deathly compulsions of RSG-6’s fantasies of 
forced labour an unwitting critique of the SI’s own conceptions of agency, 
themselves transformed into ‘a truth in play’ open to criticism and altera-
tion. Perhaps their reworking of the enclosure or subsumption of labour 
as a sadomasochistic play with nightmares of participation and dreams 
of agency might produce a strange ‘lightness and joy’107 which escapes 
the suspended romantic/melancholy dichotomy of Marx’s eleventh thesis 
itself. Rather than a left-melancholic fetishisation of past ‘victories’ which 
has partly made pos sible what Wark calls the SI’s ‘50 years of recupera-
tion’,108 we might find in the maso chistic compulsions of the SI’s fantasies 
of participation a rejection of movements of success and succession for a 
more productive and joyful failure. We might think of the contradictions 
of these Situationist fantasies not as an archive of melancholic failures 
but, in Vaneigem’s own words, as ‘the step back preparatory to the leap of 
transcendence’.109
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